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The Systems and Controls Lahuratoiy ►:;is started

in 1964 to encourage graduate research and development

on engineering systems, with emph; ►.sis on improving the

understanding of h; ►sic elonents and devices ;uid

hridging the gap beri w een theory and 1-. •ac. ice. The ex-

perimental equipment and facilities of this laboratory

have been provided for carrying out experimental in-

vestigations on devices and sy tens involving many of

the Ciffcrent engineering discipline . Staff members,

graduate fellers and graduate assistants are now work-

ing on projects and the.-,is topics of vit;il interest to

engineers concerned with t;:- advanced design	 and

development of new engineering systems.

Mt►ch of the work involves mat: ►ematical and com-

puter modeling and analysis and the :xperiniental

investigation of breadboard and protot ype system;

or devices. A major	 goal of this work is to

azconq)lish a useful s ynthesis of analYt ical ;u ► d cx-

perinvutal uvtho,ls in research mid development of

advanced engineering systems for effectiv^ use by

engineers ;u ►d scientists workinh on future aero-

space systems.

Financial stipport for this program is derived

from the lh ► iversity, TT ►e National Aeronautics ;uid

Space Administration, The Bell Telephone '.ahora-

tories and the Optimizer Control Corporation

major share of the projects in the Systems and

Controls Laboratory are si ►pervised by hr. .1. L.

Shearer, Rockwell Professor of Engineering ;u ► d Dr.

A. J. !lealey, Assistant Professor of M1eclianical

Engineering, assisted by other nemhers of the

graduate faculty.
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SPREADING OF JETS IN FLUID AMPLIFIERS

J. L. Shearer, Rockwell Professor of Engineering

The study of tht effects of jet supply conditions
on the spread rate of a jet in a fluid amplifier, dis-
cussed in earlier progress reports has now been com-
pleted with the submission of an M. S. thesis by
R. W. Gray [9]* The results of this thesis reveal
some of the effects of high levels of upstream turbu-
lence on the velocity and turbulence profiles in the
idealized mixing region (up to 10 nozzle widths down-
stream) of a semi-confined jet. 11iis results in a
better understanding of the events which occur in the
control port interaction regions of fluid amplifiers
and fluid logic devices. This summary of Gray's work
is taken from his thesis.

The development of a jet issuing from a rectangu-
lar nozzle and confined by top and bottom plates was
studied for changes in upstream disturbance intensity.
The upstream disturbance intensity, observed as the
exit (centerline) rms intensity, was changed by intro-
ducing high velocity secondary flows upstream of the
converging nozzle, thereby inducing eddies within the
jet.

The first part of the sturiy consisted of a survey
of the horizontal centerplane velocity and turbulence

intensity profiles of an essentially two-dimensional
flow: the flow from a nozzle of aspect ratio (ratio
of height to width) 8:1. It vas found that the hori-
zontal midplane velocity profiles in the idealized
mixing region, from about one to 10 nozzle widths
downstream of the nozzle exit plane, could be normal-
ized onto a common profile w4.th  the geometrical simi-
larity as illustrated in Fig. 1. The self-preserving
geometry is revealed by using the parameter n to de-
scribe radiating lines of constant normalized velocity
in the mixing region, with n defined by:

Y-e
n 

0

where the origin of the idealized mixing region (origin
of lines of constant n) is displaced from the edge of
the nozzle by the coordinates X and e. The cor-
rection e, which is of the ordel of magnitude of the
displacement thickness of the boundary layer at the
nozzle exit plane, is a function of initial flow con-
ditions. This correction is required to normalize
data near the nozzle exit. The constant X is the dis-
tance of the virtual origin of the mixing layer from
the nozzle exit plane and it is determined experi-
mentally as the correction necessary to best normalize
the velocity profiles near the nozzle onto a common
profile. The parameter X may be several hundred exit
boundary layer thicknesse$ upstream or downstream of
the exit plane.

tC 

oX
n=0

 - -.1

w

a) Geometrical Representation

-.1	 0	 +.1	 +.2

Y-e

0

-.1	 0	 +.1	 +.2

Y-e

0

b) Normalized Velocity Profiles and rms Intensity Profiles

Fig. 1 Self-Preservation in the Idealized Mixing Regions

a
Nos. in parentheses denote references at end.
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Qualitatively, the effect of increasing the exit
rms intensity was to change the boundary layer thick-
ness leaving the nozzle and thus to change the value
of a slightly and to change X o , shifting the virtual
origin slightly upstream for small increases in the
exit rms intensity and then downstream again for
larger increases in the exit rms intensities. How-
ever, for a given geometry it was found that the
dimensionless spread rate decreased with increasing
exit velocity. Changing the upstream geometry also
changed the dimensionless spread rate.

The normalizing of data in the idealized mixing
regions (i.e. both sides of the jet) onto a single
profile allows the flow in the mixing regions to be
well described by the maximum dimensionless slope
(the dimensionless spread rate), the virtual origin
of the idealized mixing layer, and the velocity at
n = 0, which is constant for approximately twice the
length of the core of the jet (about 10 nozzle
widths). The entire jet, including the asymptotic
jet, can be described by these parameters if the
local velocity is nondimensionalized with respect to
the velocity at n = 0 at the same axial distance.
Phis procedure is analogous to nondimensionalizing
with respect to the centerline velocity t(- normalize
data, as is classically done on the asymptotic
jet.

The changes in the virtual origin with exit rms
intensity noted above are similar to those noted by
Bradshaw [10] when he lengthened the straight section
downstream of the contraction in a round nozzle.
'Phis similarity suggests that a major part of the
influence of the exit rms intensity is due to its
changing the exit boundary layer, that a major effect
of lengthening the straight section of a nozzle is to
increase the exit rms intensity, or that some other
parameter such as the Reynolds stress is affected
similarly by both changes in upst-eam conditions.

Several tests were made at the centerline of
flows both at aspect ratios of 8:1 and 4:1. It was
found that increasing the exit rms intensity de-
creases the length of the core of the jet, and that
this effect seems more pronounced at the lower aspect
ratio.

Decreasing the exit centerline velocity decreases
the core length. The exit plane boundary layer pro-
files over a 5:1 range of exit velocity were similar
and showed a decrease in thickness Hith increasing
velocity. The boundary layer at the exit grows
thicker with increasing exit rms intensity, but
these exit plane boundary layer velocity rrofiles have
non-similar shapes. Decreasing the exit centerline
velocity and increasing the exit rms intensity both
show a shorter core and a thicker boundary layer.
Turbulence measurements were self-preserving out in
the idealized mixing regions howevr.r.

The second part of this s'..udy consisted of a
survey of three-dimensional spreading with a nozzle

having an aspect ratio of 4:1. It was found that the
profiles in the horizontal centerplane of a low

exit rms intensity flow was not self-preserving using
the similarity geometry based on the parameter n. How-
ever, the velocity profiles in a higher exit rms
intensity flow were self-preserving. The effect of
increasing the exit rms intensity on the development
of the velocity profile in the vertical centerplane
was to change the velocity profile from one with the
highest velocity at the centerline to one with peaks
near the upper and lower confining plates. Measure-
ments in a plane parallel to the exit plane confirmed
this observation of significant velocity peaks near
the plates for a higher exit rms intensity flow.

These latter results reveal additional information
regarding secondary flow effects with lower aspect
ratios, reported earlier by Foss and Jones [11] and
Bettoli [12], especially when higher turbulence
levels are present in the nozzle.

As each boundary layer at the nozzle exit was
usually 200 or more of the half width of the nozzle,
care must be taken in relating the results of this
study to most other studies which minimize boundary
layer effects. However, the results are very appli-
cable to miniature devices like fluid amplifiers in
which the boundary layer is a large part of the
nozzle half width.

More details of this work are available in the

complete thesis.

These studies were supported by NASA Grant No.
39-009 -023.

THERMAL SWITCHING OF JET FLOWS

J. L. Shearer, Rockwell Professor of Engineering

Much of the work done on this project has been
described in earlier reports. However, this project
has now been completed with the submission of a
Doctoral thesis by R. E. Tomek [13]. 	 In the final
phases of this work the experimental investigation of
a large size model was completed and attempts were
made to apply and extend the theory of turbulent
flow to semi-confined wall jets. Although the ob-
jective of trying to derive a mathematical model for
use in the design of a thermally-switched jet device
was not achieved, enough experimental data was ob-
tained to design a small size model shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The small size model worked reasonably well,
although the response time was much longer than
hoped for; and the heat flux rate (heater power per
unit wall area) had increased by a factor of 10,possi-
bly because of heat lost to the walls of the device.
Although it appears that this work should be extended
to studies of thermal switching with curved wall dif-
fusers, it is most important to gain a better under-
standing of the turbulent flow phenomena associated
with semi-confined wall jets so that unsteady fluid
flow and heat flaw effects may be properly modeled.

An interesting by-product of this work has been
the oscillating vane-digital output flow rate sensor
subsequently investigated by M. B. Song.

''
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Fig. 2 Dimensions of the Small Diffuser Test Models

Fig. 3 Top View of a Small Diffuser Test Model
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FLllllilCS RITIMENCli CENTER

M. R. Faihn^stock,	 Researrci-, Assistant in \i. F.

(hiring, the pa:--t decade the field of' Fluidics ha.
grown rapidly, and the vnitme of literature  that has
clnerg;ed from this expansion has grown with equal vi-
tali ty . is a conscvlrience, it has ').come i ncrcas inglv
difficult to make a cor:,prehensive search of the c • x-
isting material and arrive at the rclevaint infoniia-
tion. Iven the most ardent student c.f Iluidics has
been hard pressed to keep abreast of new tcchniyucs
and develotNments, 'llic end re>Iilt has Leen ai conmurii
rations gap het,ceen the research engineer quid, in
particular, the industrial engineer. 'Ili ;,, c	 wollunii-
cations gap has caused Fluidics to he mis,inderstood,
if not mistralsted, in maim' instances. 	 the Fluidics-
Ref.^rence Center (FRC) is our outgrowth of the concern
for this problem. "Ilse FRC w  I l provide a read  ly
acces• sihle baulk of literature and information perti-
nent to fluidics. Even more significant, the infor-
mat ioi. will he orderc 1 in such ai manner than a user
should encounter little diffilulty locating a paper
that is relevant to his interest. Ile will he ahie to
conduct his search manuall y , i .e. , leaf through the
files himself; or if a sophisticated or rapid search
is desired, a ccripUter routine will facilitate such a
searcli. lire user's output from the rtct'crcnce Center
will he a hil.liography of appropriat- • references plus
ahstracts of the most pertinent ones. it is not the
intent of the FRC to supply copies of complete papers.
'this service would normall y he handled through a
library.

At this writing; only a small nercentage of the
available reference material is entered into the s ys-
tem. This is due to the comprehensive indexing; tecli-
nique employed before a paper is entered.	 Besides
the normal inlexirg one might expect such as author-
and title files, the Reference Center will also in-
corporate files such as location of the lead author,
chronological order of MM ication, and most important,
aui area code file. For the area code file, various
aspects of fluidics and related scdbiects are separated
into main areas (up to 26) and then earl main area is
divided and sul)-divided into anp roprialte subarcais (Iq)
to 36 for each) . Hence,  e.icli incoming paper is read
and then assigned area code numbers (up to five) for
cross-indexing. 1s this coded hank of information is
acccnnulat.ed, it is being stored on magnetic tame for
purposes of reproduction and/or ra p id print-out (mi,
netic tape, hart coPy, papertaipe, tabulating; cards)
'Ind for computerized information retrieval.

"11re extra effort and talent raluired for this
form of indexing is justified by the additional flexi-
hility afforded to the user in selecting references in
a specific area of Fluidics.	 Use of the area codes
mak...; manual searching not onl y possible but conven-
ient. Furthermore, this approach reduces the nunf)er
of superfluous references turned un b y a given search.
By making judicious use of the index filed and/or the
computer, a user will he able to quickly and efficient-
ly select from the volume of existing literature the
papers which are most meaningful.
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At the present time the FRC is beginning to
emerge from the early stages of its evolution. Con-
siderable time and effort was required to develop a
functional indexing system for cataloging the liter-
ature. This now exists, and furthermore, the index
system is open-ended allowing additions or expansions
to the system as future needs may dictate.	 The
information retrieval program for the computer is now
functional; although some refinements are needed and
productive efforts in this area are continuing.

This project has been funded by the College of
Engineering and the Conference Center of The Penn-
sylvania State University.
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NOZZLE THRUST MODULATION BY VORTEX GENERATION

T. D. Gillespie, Research Assistant in M. E.	 Fig. 4 Cross Section of the Vortex Meter

In conjunction with this project, a trip was
made to the NASA Ames Research Center, March 24 - 26,
1969 in order to discuss potential applications of
this concept and to determine what support would be
available for conducting research work at that
facility on this project.

Through contacts with G. Allen Smith, of Guid-
ance and Control Systems, as well as Mark Kelly and
other personnel of the 40 x 80 Wind Tunnel, arrange-
ments were made for a test program of 10 to 12 weeks
duration beginning in September of this year.

Continuation of the research discussed in the
previous report [8] has been concerned with develop-
ment of an instrumentation package suitabie for
determining the flag conditions including necessary
thermodynamic properties existing at the throat of
the nozzle under swirling flaw conditions. Since
the flaw should be sonic or near sonic at the throat,
the instrumentation must be of a unique character.
In addition, the very directional nature of the flaw
and the necessity of measuring all quantities in the
plane of the throat imposes further restrictions
on the instrumentation. In anticipation of the dif-
ficulties common to flaw measurement in this velocity
range, some redundancy in the instrumentation is
planned as a check on the validity of the measurement
techniques.

Among the components selected for the instrumen-
tation package is a "vortex meter" developed in the
Aeronautical Engineering Department at this univer-
sity. The vortex meter, shown in Fig. 4, consists
of two perpendicular fins mounted on a shaft support-
ed by jewel bearings. Rotation of the fin-shaft
assembly is detected by an optical pickup. In the
absence of friction the fins will rotate at the speed
of rotation of the fluid stream in which it is im-
mersed. The actual frictional characteristics, how-
ever, are related to the relative velocity of the
fin-shaft assembly in the housing and the dynamic
load developed by the axial flaw over the fins and
must, therefore, be determined by calibration.
Since a flow with near sonic axial velocity and a
known rotation parallel with the axial direction

is difficult to achieve calibration was attempted in
a non-rotating high speed flow by rotating the meter
housing. It was discovered that speeds above 5000 to
8000 rpm caused the oil to spin off of the jewel bear-
ings, and reliable calibration in the expected range
of operation, 15,000 to 30,000 rpm, was impossible.

During the early part of this report period the
Ingersoll-Rand air compressor, which supplies the air
for this project, became inoperable. Investigation
revealed failure of all the rings on the second stage
compressor which subsequently caused extensive inter-
nal damage to the unit. After four months the Inger-
soll-Rand Company has not yet been able to accomplish
the needed repairs. Therefore, testing on this proj-
ect has been curtailed indefinitely at this location.

Analytical studies of swirling compressible flow
through a converging nozzle are continuing.

These studies are supported by NASA Grant No.
NGR 39-009-023.

Oscillating Vane-Digital Flow Rate Sensor

M. B. Song, Graduate Student in M. E.

A recently proposed method of oscillating vane-
digital flow rate sensing was studied experimentally
to find the relationships between the passing air
flow rate and the vibration frequency of an oscil-
lating vane in a two-dimensional converging-diverging
passage. A first progress report appears in the pre-
vious report [8].

Throughout all measurements, the following
should be considered:

1. Frequency measurements were obtained
from an electronic counter accumulating

pulses over a ten-second interval.
These measurements were accurate to
within .1 cps.
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2. Pressure readings by water column
manometer were made in order to
indicate the average value of fluctu-
ating pressures at several points
in the model.

3. The fluid temperature was measured
immediately downstream of the nozzle
throat.

4. Flowmeter readings were converted
into scfm (standard cubic feet per
minute) employing corrections for
temperature and pressure recommended
in the Handbook of the Variable Area
FlowmeterSince the stan r
con itions at Fischer and Porter Co.,
refer to 14.7 psia and 70°F, the
maximum scfm of the flowmeter employed
in this work (100's = 6.8 scfm air
when metered at 11.2 psia and 100°F)
was corrected as follows:

6.8 x 1 .7 
x 560 = 8.0 scfm

In order to further study the major phenomena,
including discontinuity phenomena of the oscillating
vane-device as a flow rate sensor, the original test
model was sligh".1y modified by adding several pressure
taps along the centerline of the top plane and one
side of the diffuser wall as shown in Fig. S. Both
a water column manometer and pressure transducer
were employed for these measurements.

It has been found experimentally that by re-
leasing the vane from any stationary position be-
tween the two contact points of the test model ex-
cept the exact centerline of the passage, the vane
will start to move toward the opposite side of the
centerline; and whenever there exists a considerable
amount of flow, it will even start oscillating from
the centerline position (see Fig. 5).

Once it starts to move in this way, it will os-
cillate and quickly reach full amplitude a.	 It is
evident that the unsteady fluid flow phenomena on
both sides of the vane result in a net increment in
the kinetic energy of the vane during each stroke,
which is apparently dissipated during the impact at
the end of each stroke.

The main tests have been carried out in two
separate cases, identified as Case I and Case II
(rotating centers of which are I and II respectively
in Fig. 6).	 In addition, some special tests have
also been performed to investigate the specially-
arranged geometry of a test model identified as Case
III (but most of the tests and analysis were made for
Case I).

From the tests carried out so far, quite linear
relationships (with wide range -- over 13:1) between
flow rate and oscillating frequency were obtained in
certain cases as shown in Fig. 7. However, it should
be noted that the discontinuity phenomena appears in
the relatively i:igher range of oscillating frequency
for most operating conditions and various geometries
of the test model employed. Fig. 8 shows an example
of this.

1
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Q Y,, h2 VANE, A=30, A . R.=4, tjL = 74 F, CASE H
40 (D 2,,h l VANE, 9=20, A R = 2, t,,= 74, CASE II

0 L I =1.0 in., h 3 VANE, A = 30r, A.R.= 4, ts= 73.5 F, CASE X

30	
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Fig. 7 Examples Showing Linear Relationships Between Flow Rate and
Oscillating Frequency
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8
Although the nature of the discontinuity is not

known completely, it seem to he a result of complex
dynamic resonance hetween the fluctuating pressure
force acting on the vane and the impact force at the
instant the oscillating vane hits the contacts. Fig.
8 shows the fluctuating wave forrlLs of the pressure
P7 (tap 7 in Fig. 5) corresponding to the irLtitan-
taneotLti contact times of the oscillating vane, where
contacts A and B denote the electricall y active and
electrical i:tactive contacts respectively (all verti-
cal scales have been taken arbitrarily disregarding
the absolute values and the fluctuating pressure
curves were taken with inverted signs for convenience)
As the flow rate increases, the location of the max i -
mum value of P7 moves to the right until it reaches
the contact A, when the discontinuity (critical fre-
quency) appears. 'Thereafter, it seem~ to rercat it-
self almost periodically. Neither sonic_ nor choked
flow [151 conditions were observed in this work, es-
pecially in discontinuity phenomena.

More detailed tests were made as follows to

investigate various influences of operating conditions
and geometry of the test model.

Influence of Diffuser Angle

Five different diffuser angles from 20 0 to 600
with increments of 10° were tested, as can he seen
from Figs. 9 and 10 in order to investigate the re-
lationships, flow rate vs. frequency and flow rate vs.
pressure distribution,with the operating conditions
and geometry of Ps= 60 prig, tk = 74'F, A.R. = 4 and
full size (k l h l shown in Fig. 11) vane for Case 1,

I9
ere 1':, tl? and A.R. represent strpply pressure to
c F- 

t
lowmeter, line temperature and aspect ratio

respectively. A decrease in diffuser angle causes the
frequency sensitivity to increase and the flow rate
at which the first discontinuity appears decreases,
in the range of diffuser angles (0) about 30° to SO'
with A.R. = 4 (Fig. 9).	 The pressure distributions
along the inside of the diverging section of the
passage during operation are shown to be almost
linear and little affected by the change of diffuser
angle except P 7 (Fig. 10).

)	 I	 1

i
i
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Influence of the Length and Height of the Oscillating
Vane

Three different lengths and heights, i.e. full,
three quarter, and half size respectively, have been
chosen and tested in order to investigate the influ-
ence of the oscillating vane size on oscillating fre-
quency and pressure distributions, with the operating
conditions and geometries of Ps = 20 psig, tp, = 76°F,
A.R. = 8 and 0 = 30 ° for Case I. Accordingly, niae
different vane models were tested with the results
shown in Figs. 12a through 12c, for various combin-
ations of length and height of the vane as shown in
Fig. 11 (note that the ideal full height of the vane
must be exactly 1 in. but it was reduced to allow
clearance d = 1/32 in. on each side)and the vane
thickness is 1/16 in.

A summary of the data obtained from the three
length group tests shows, in general, the following
characteristics, as sham in Figs. 12a through 12c:

1. The frequency sensitivity generally
increases as R decreases and h
increases.

2. In general P 2 and P increase and
decrease respectivelly as R or h
increases.

Influence of Gas Densi

In order to investigate the influence of the fluid
density, lie (helium) gas was used for about the same
operating conditions and geometry of the test model
as those in the air tests. A back pressure control
box (lucite) was used to prevent the ambient air from
contaminating the He around the oscillating vane.
Therefore, only densi ty corrections were required
for the F-P flowmeter readings and then flaw rate vs.
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frequency curves were plotted, being compared with
those from the air tests as shown in Figs. 13a and
13b. The following is the specifications of He used
[16].

grade . . . 99.9951

Relative density at STP* . . . 0.137 (air - 1.000)

It should be noted that the density corrections of
the F-P readings for He were made in such a way that
for volume flow rate;

corrected flow - indicates' 	 ow rate x
densi* :or_,ction factor
and 1,r 1. is flow rate;

corrected flow - indicated flow rate /density
correction factor i.e..

7STI — 3-t-an-darrtemperature and pressure (70°F and
14.7 psia)

Qh?a 
and Wh , %

Qa 
m 

ph	 r a	 pa

where Q, W, and p are volume flow rate, mass flow
rate, and fluid density respectively and subscripts
a and h denote air and He respt: tivaly.

The frequency sensitivity obtained from He tests
was, in general, much lower for the same scfm but,
on the contrary, much higher for the same mass flow
rate than that from the air tests, no matter which
cases and vane models had been employed.

As an experiment, it was decided to try and use
the same density correction factor technique on the
oscillating vane sensor as is used on the Fischer-
Porter flowmeter. In Figs. 13a and 13b the curves
for air have been "density corrected" for volume flow
rate and mass flow rate tests and compared to the
actual curves for heliun.

e

4
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R-iefly, the oscillating vane-digital flow rate 	 pressure drop through the device is less than 2.0 in.
sensor of this experimental work is based upon a flow 	 H2O with a flow rate of about 10.0 scfm.
rate causing the vane to oscillate and using the fre-
quency of oscillation to indicate rate of flow. It 	 A Masters thesis entitled Fa erimental Study of
has a good digital output but a special technique is 	 an Oscillatine Vane-D gital Flow 

a.'	
sor_ by

needed to suppress contact noise. The device is 	 M. B. Song, has been submitted to The Pennsylvania
capable of indirectly measuring either volume or mass 	 State University Graduate School.
flaw rate over a fairly wide, linear range of flow
rate at least 13:1 in a few cases. Also, it offers	 This work was supported in part by NASA Grant
very little obstruction to the flaw so that the total 	 NGR 39-009-023.
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FLUID JET AMPLIFIER DYNAMICS where

A. K. Stiffler, NASA Trainee in M. E. x = w*

(r

In the last Research Report [8] some preliminary

*

V =
curves were presented which illustrated 	 the behavior o
of turbulent jet	 mean velocity profiles when 	 these

ofjets were perturbed at the nozzle region. 	 These per- ti
	 -turbations were directed through one port, maintaining w

the opposing port pressure constant. 	 A theoretical
model is now proposed to predict jet velocity during

Pcl* - Pc2*
its dynamic state.	 With this model in mind,	 it is

Pcdesirable to excite both control ports 180° out of PUO
phase so that symmetry is assured in the analysis.

w*w
W = U

A Simple Model of Dynamic Jet Deflection o
Variables with an asterisk are the actual variables

It has been established that, at least	 for low (i.e. not normalized).

frequency and small amplitude disturbances, little if
any change occurs in the turbulent mixing of the jet

Defining the normalized jet centerline position

even though a physical deflection of the jet is evi-
as h = h /ca, the total derivative of h gives the nor-
malized transverse velocity V of the fluid in the jet.dent.	 Thus a simple model, based on the assumption

that the control port dynamics	 merely	 alter	 the
direction of the jet without changing 	 the effective Dh = ah	 ah

+	 = V
	 (2)velocity profile of the jet, seems reasonable. 	 The ^ ax ate"

purpose of this model is to formulate the velocity
as afunction of time at some stationary point (x ,y ). with boundary conditions
With this model it is only necessary to study motions
of the jet centerline.	 Fig. 14 shows the profile (i)	 h(o,t) = ah/ax (x,o) = 0
downstream at two instants of time.

(ii)	 h(x,o) = ah/at'	 (o,t) = 0,

Equation (1) can be written as

a 
2 
h
	 + 

a2h + a2 	 = I P sin (wt')	 (3)
a(t')^ axat'	 a	 1 C

with solution in the s domain, based on the Laplace
transformation,

e-st f(t'),
0

1Pw
H(s)_ 2̂

--cC--^- [1-esx - sxe
-sx

]	 (4)
S (S +W )

The jet position in the time domain at x is then ob-
tained by inverse transformation of Eq. f4),

h(xd ,t') = h  = Z (Pc/w2) fsin(wt') [cos T1

+ T1 sin T 1 - 1] + cos (wt') [T1 cos T1

- sin T111 for t'>xd 	(5)

If the assumption is made that the axial velocity where T = wxdd (transport delay time). In terms of
is constant across the jet (equal to U ), an approach 	 actual hriables
employed by Gurski [17], the momentum 8quations in
a previous report [7] reduce to

at' + ax - 2 P
c sin (wt')	 (1)
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s

Substitution of w*/21r •1000 cycles /sec., xd* = 1/16 in.,
	Uo* = 150 ft./sec., results in Tl = 0.43. 	In most

applications with fluidic devices TJ is much smaller
than this value so that the assumption: T 1 «1, is
generally valid. Thus

h  = 7 Pc(xd) 2 [i sin (wt') - T 1/3 cos (wt')] (7)

From Eqs. (2) and (4) , the transverse veluzity of the
jet fluid at x  is given by

Vd = ax (xd't^ ) + aat (xd't^)
(8)

Vd = ?( Pc/w) {cos (wt')[cos T 1-11 + sin (wt') [sin Tl]}

A similar approximation for Vd is then given by

Vd = 2 Pcxd [-T1/2 cos (wt') + sin (wt')]	 (9)

Jet Displacement Downstream of the Control Port Reeion

After leaving, the control port region, the angle
between the jet centerline and the nozzle axis remains
the same as at x = xd , namely

	

tan 0 = Vd*/U0* = Vd = const.	 (10)

The displacement h* at distance x* downstream from
xA* can be obtained from

h*-hd*
= tan 0

x*-xd*

or

	

h = Vd(x-xd) + h 	 (11)

Using Eqs. (7) and (9) and rearranging,

	

h(t') _ cxd (x-xd/z) sin [(wt') - T z ],	 (12)

where

T1	 _	 0.17	 T1

T2 = 2 [1	 2x xd - 1 ]	 2

Jet Velocity Downstream

Townsend (18] has shown that mean velocity pro-
files beyond x = 6 can be described for an unde-
flected jet by

U*/UcQ = U
s = f(n)

where UcR is the centerline velocity and n = y/x-x0,
with x constant. There are mmerous functional
forms ?or Us to choose from in the literature. The
choice here is the form

This form is somewhat different from the form used
for the initial mixing layer in [7]. The transport
time for a particle to move from x d * to x a * is des-
cribed by

*

	

Tt = xa dx*	 (14)
fx*
d

During a sinusoidal disturbance, the jet
centerline is displaced according to Eq. (12), and
the fluid velocity in the jet will be described by

-k[ +hY (tl)]2Us(t',x,y)= a	 x-xo

or

h (t' )] 2	
(15)

us ( t',n) = e-k [n + x-x0 

Rewriting Eq. (15),

U ( t ',n) 
= e- Mn + m sin [(wt') - T]) 2 	(16)

s

where
x-0.5xd

m= 1/2 Pcxd (.._x-x ) 	 T = T 2 + Tt0

A series expansion of Eq. (16) is

dU (O,n)
Us (t',n) = Us (O,n) + m 

sari	
sin [(wt') - T]

	

m2	 d2Us(0,n)

	

+ 2	 ---
2 
	 sing [ (wt') - T]	 (17)

do

Defining p(t' ,r1) as the difference: Us (t' ,n) - Us (O,n) ,

Up (t ',n) = P1 
sin [(wt') - T] + Up2 sin 2 [(wt') -T] + ...

where

P1 = -2knm Us(O,n)

p2 = -km 2 (1 - 2kn 2) MOM,n)

U 3 = 2/3 k2m3n(3 - 2kn 2) Us(0,1)

P4 
= 1/6 k2m4 (3 - 12kn 2 + 4k2n 4) Us(O,n)

The first four terms on the right reduce to

Up (t ',n) = 1/2 [U P2 + 3/4 Up4]

+ [P1 + 3/4 P3] sin[(wt') - T]

- 1/2 [Up2 + 3/4 P4 ] cos 2[wt') -T]
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Thus, the dynamic profile can be determined with an
anemometer and wave analyzer by successive measurement
of amplitude at frequencies n, 2n, 3n . . . . .

This work has been partly supported by NASA
Grant NGR 39-009-023.

ANALYSIS OF SIMPLIFIED LINEAR NDDEL
FOR FLUID TRANSMISSION LINES

11. R. Huber, Research Assistant in M. E.

The collecting of experimental data has been
completed, the test apparatus and test procedure
being described in SCL Report No. 8 [8]. 	 The task
is now to model the line with a simplified mathematical
model that agrees reasonably well with the experi-
mental data.

The line is being modeled mathematically as a
line with constant, distributed resistance, inertance,
and capacitance. The equations describing the fluid
pressure and flow are:

TX_	 at

	

=	 31)(2)
ax	 - C at

where

P(x,t) = pressure, lb/in2

Q(x,t) = volume flow rate, in3/sec

I = inertance, lb-sec2/in6

R = resistance, lb-sec/in6

C = capacitance, in4/lb

x = distance along the line, in.

Most of the solutions found in the literature for
these equations, or simplifications of these equa-
tions, are presented for zero initial conditions..
Starting with the solutions in this form, it often
becomes difficult to include the effects of non-zero
initial conditions. Simplified solutions of the
above equations have now been carried out for non-

	

zero initial conditions.	 The initial conditions
are,

Q(x,0) = QO	 (3)

a (x,t)	
= 0	 (4)

x 
t = 0

P(x,0) = PO - QOR x	 (5)

8 a(t' t) + = 0	 (6)

X 
t=0

where

PO = constant tank pressure

QO = initially constant steady flow rate

which are for a line with an initial constant flow
rate resulting in a uniform pressure drop per unit
length of line. The boundary conditions are,

P(0,t) = Pa (t)	 (7)

Q(L, t) _ Qb (t )	 (8)

where L = length of the line.

Laplace transforming Eqs. (1) and (2) utilizing the
initial conditions in the transformation and the
boundary conditions to evaluate the constants, re-
sults in the following pair of transformed equations:

1	 ^1	 Qo_
Vs) cos y [(% - s )

+ Ys	

P	 Q
(Pa s°) SinhyL] + s—°	 (9)

Pb (s) _ [- ( Is+R) (Qb- Qo - (Pa - 
P

s
—°) SinhyL] TanhyL

P	 P -Q°RL

+ (Pa - s) CoshyL + -2- s	 (10)

where y = ICs 2 + RCs .

Specific solutions will now be given for boundary
conditions corresponding to the experimental test
conditions; that is,

P(O,t) = PO 	(11)

Q(L,t) = 0, t > 0 	 (12)

For the frictionless case (R = 0), the solutions of
Eqs. (9) and (10) are:

Qa (t) = % - 2% [Us (t-Te) - Us(t-3Te)

	

+ Us (t-5Te) - s (t--7Te ) + . . . ]	 (13)

Pb (t)= PO+ZcQO - 2Zc% [Us (t-2Te) - Us(t-4Te)

+ Us (t-61e) - Us (t-8Te) + .	 .]	 (14)

where Us (t-b) = 0, t < b
unit step function

= 1, t>b

Zc = characteristic impedance of the line, I/C

Te = wave propagation time for distance 1

It should be noted that these solutions were obtained
directly without having to shift the time in the
equations to obtain a set of physically realizable
equations.

The following solution includes the effects of
resistance. The propagation constant y and the
characteristic impedance Z  will be simplified as in
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an unpublished set of notes by Reid [19). The
validity of this simplification for transient response
is questionable. The propagation constant and the
characteristic impedance become,

YL = - a + Tes 	 (15)

Z	 4", —7C	 (16)

where a =	 IF
I

The final solutions resulting from the use of these
simplifications are:

Qa(t) = QO - 200 [eo`Us (t-Te) - e3aUs(t-3Te)
(17)

+ e
SOIUs (t-STe) - e

7aUs ( t -7Te) + . . . 1

Pb (b) = (PO %RL) + 1C% - 2Zc% [e2oi'Us (t-2%)

- e
4oi

l s (t-4Te) + e
6a

Us (t-6Te)
(18)

e8a
Us (t-8Te) +

Further work is planned to obtain the complete
solution of the RIC model with no simplifications.
If possible, simplifications will then be made in
order to obtain a reasonably simpled model of the
line.

This research is supported by NASA Grant
NGR 39-009-023.

FLUID LINE DYNAMICS

R. G. Leonard, Instructor in M. E.

In order to further the understanding of the
dynamic performance of fluid filled transmission
lines, a Ph.D. thesis research program is now under
way. This work, which deals primarily with liquid
filled lines, is continuation of previous SCL
activities in this area which have been reported
earlier [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].	 This study is focused on
the development of a simplified mathematical model
which will adequately describe the characteristics
of a fluid filled line which might be part of a
fluid system.

The experimental phase of this study is con-
cerned with the nature of the fluid flow under con-
ditions of water hammer. To facilitate this study
a test section, shown in Fig. 15, has been designed
and installed in the test line as shown in Fig. 16.
The test section was fabricated of clear plastic
to allow visual observation of the flow. A method
of flow visualization known as the Hydrogen Bubble
Technique was chosen for this study. This technique
is convenient in that if offers a minimum obstruction
to the flow (as compared with other velocity
measuring instruments). With the aid of photography

a large portion of the flow field can be examined
in a single "measurement".

The valve included in the test section was
designed to provide the :rapid closure required to

study the water hammer phenomena. A pneumatic ram
is used to position the valve in order to realize

the short closing times.

Fig. 15 Exploded View of Test Section
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Fig. 16 Overall Arrangement of Test Apparatus

Some preliminary tests with the hydrogen bubble
generator were conducted using a one-inch clear
plastic tube mounted on a small water table. For
these tests a wire was strung horizontally across a
diameter of the tube and a brass liner was inserted
into the tube upstream to serve as the other electrode.
When a negative potential is applied to the wire,
tiny bubbles of hydrogen are formed or, the surface
of the wire and are swept downstream from the wire
as soon as they grow to a critical size. Several
different wire sizes were tried, from 0.010 to 0.001
in. diameter, and it was concluded that the smaller
size wire wasnecessary in order to obtain small
bubbles which would not rise rapidly due to the
bouyant force. Davis and Fox [20] determined 'ghat the
diameter of the bubbles formed is approximately the
same as the diameter of the generating wire. The
smaller bubbles also attain the velocity of the sur-
rounding fluid more quickly than do the large bubbles.
These tests also indicated that it was necessary to
separate the two electrodes by at least one tube
diameter so as to achieve a relatively uniform elec-
tric field and thus obtain more uniform bubble gener-
ation. A certain period of "aging" was required
(several minutes) before a given wire would generate
bubbles uniformly, and then after a period of time,
(an hour or so of operation) the quality of the gener-
ation would deteriorate. For certain materials which
could withstand the oxidizing caused by the generation
of oxygen at the wire, a brief period of operation
with the polarity reversed tended to restore the wire
and result in the production of good quality hydrogen
bubbles with normal polarity. The water table tests
were conducted with voltage levels ranging from 50

to 400 volts and it was found that the optimum voltage
level varied with the electrode spacing and the fluid
velocity.

The voltage potential is applied to the wire by
an electronic multi-vibrator circuit which was de-
signed to provide the wire with high voltage pulses
of variable pulse length and pulse spacing.

Initial attempts to carry out digital computer
solutions of approximations to the Navier-Stokes
equations have been started, based on a multi-lumped
model of the complete length of line.

This work has been supported by a special grant-
in-aid from the Rockwell Manufacturing Co.

OPTIMIZER RESEARM

R. W. D.ayne, Graduate Fellow in M. E.

In earlier SCL Reports [7,8] work in this general
area was discussed under the title "Electrohydraulic
Optimizer" and was devoted primarily to the use of e-
lectronic and hydraulic components in realizing a prime
mover optimization scheme proposed by Schweitzer et. 	 t-
al. [21]. The basic features of this scheme are the
control of the prime mover output power level by a pri-
mary input variable (e.g. throttle setting) and the opti-
mization of an auxiliary variable (e.g. spark timing) to
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maximize the output power at a given setting of the
primary input. The actual optimization process is
implemented by an extremum control system sensing
angular acceleration of the prime mover output shaft
and using this acceleration signal to seek the optimum
value of the auxiliary variable. Continuing research
in this general area has two aims: first, to investi-
gate and compare the relatively simple extremum con-
trol systems which could be used in this application
and second, to provide a fluidic realization of the
extremum controller or optimizer. It is the purpose
of this report to briefly discuss the extremum con-
trol techniques under consideration.

The extremum controllers most suited for general
application to prime mover systems she-Ad be relatively
simple in nature, requiring a minimum of logic and
memory. Of particular interest are variations of the
divider-optimizer discussed by Frai.t and Eckman [22]
and the external perturbation system which was in-
vestigated by Eveleigh [23]. A fluidic logic optimizer
developed by Lehtinen and Omer [24] employs still
another approach which may also merit attention.

Fig. 17 shows a block dingram of the divider-
optimizer as it might be applied to a simplified prime
mover system. The quantity T is the maximum indi-
cated torque available from The prime mover for a
given set of operating conditions and is adjusted here
by a single primary system input (e.g. throttle set-
ting), x is the auxiliary variable (e.g. spark timing)
upon which the indicated torque (T.) is also dependent,
and xo is its optimum value. The Transfer function G
represents the dynamics of the prime mover system,
D is the angular velocity of the output shaft and a
is its angular acceleration. The transfer function
Geff represents an approximate dynamic model of G, but
with unity gain. External load effects and high fre-
quency internally generated perturbations in the indi-
cated torque due, for example, to the firing of indi-
vidual engine cylinders have not been shown here.
Sensor noise encountered in measuring the angular
acceleration of the output shaft has also been ex-
cluded. These disturbances may be significant factors

and have been deleted only to simplify discussion
of the controller operation. The divider-optimizer ad-
justs the variable x at a rate given by

21 = K-j= K^

	A 	 dx

*
Note that dQ/dx is an approximation to k dT . /dx where
k is the DC gain of G (hint: start at a and A* re-
spectively and work back to T. and x respectively).
Thus this scheme gives a correction rate which is
approximately

dTi
is=kKa-

This correction rate is proportional to the distance
from optimum and at optimum the rate tends to zero,

	

minimizing hunting loss. 	 It is also possible to
approximate this proportional action without using
an actual divider. Frait and Eckman suggest replacing
the divider by a logic circuit and a function generator
such that the correction rate 

IF

is

x = K(sgn *)
X

which is equivalent to

A 

= h

2 (Sgn ) 
x

This correction rate will also approach zero in the
steady state and the controller action might be con-
sidered pseudo-proportional. This optimizer can be
simplified by operation in bang-bang fashion. In this
situation k would be constant in magnitude with its
sign controlled by a logic operation such that

A = K sgn (-- F) .

it
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There is another type of extremum controller
which operates in a manner similar to the bang-bang
controller just described. This optimizer has been
applied by Lehtinen and Orner [24] and its control
law is as below with the magnitude of is constant:

1) If a changes from positive to negative,
change the sign of A.

2) If a changes from negative to positive
or if a remains positive, do not switch
:k.

3) If a remains negative longer than a time
Tf , switch k at t = nT f (n = 1, 2...).

This controller requires more complex logic than the
bang-bang version of the divider optimizer but a
representation of the system dynamics like G

eff is
not necessary.

We will now consider the extremum control system
shown in Fig. 18 which is driven by external pertur-
bations. Basically, this controller compares the
phasing of the output signal perturbations with re-
spect to the input signal perturbations suitably
filtered (G )From this comparison the proper is
signal is o0ained to drive x toward x . To more
readily understand the controller operation, con-
sider the expression for indicated torque linearized
about some operating point xi:

Ti (x l+tlx-xo) = Ti (xl-xo) - 2m(xl-xo) (Ax)

or, substituting the perturbation signal for Ax

Ti (t) = Ti (xl-xo) - 2m(xl-x
0
) A sin w 

p 
t

The linear transfer function GDGFl is determined so
that only frequencies near the perturbation frequency
are passed. Thus

a  = -2m(xl-xo) AB sin (w0t+O)

where B and 0 are the attenuation and phase shift due
to GDGFl. The function generator FG has output

y - [sgn (af f)] I a fl
and the filter GF3 has attenuation C and the dynamics of
GDGFl so

y - {sgn [-2m(x 1 - x
0
) A2BCsin2 (wpt+0)])

I-2m(xI -xo) AB sin (wpt+0)I

or

y = -2ABm [sgn(x l-xo)]	 (xl -xo) sin ( pt+0)

With G law pass only the time average value is
passedF iving

k = -KmAB 
i 

[sgn (x l -xo)] I(X,-X")l

and

k = -KmAB - (xl-xo)

This optimizer therefore has a correction rate pro-
portional to the distance from optimum. However, just
as the divider-optimizer, it can also be operated in
bang-hang fashion where the logic supplies only the
proper sign for A (i.e. y = sgn [ax ]). The previous
work (7,8] has emphasized this ban -bQg perturbation
system with the additional restriction that G is
unity or at most low pass. Thins system sacrifices ef-
ficiency for ease of implementation but may be the most
practical for actual operation.

The preceeding material has summarized the ex-
tremum control systems which seem most applicable to
prime mover optimization using an acceleration signal.
The configurations of the divider-optimizer and the
external perturbation optimizer have been shown and
their use as proportional or bang-bang controllers has
been described. Additionally, the controller applied
in [21] has also been mentioned. These controllers

2
Ti = Tin— M (X—Xo)

Fig. 18 External Perturbation Extremum Controller
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are relatively simple and can be realized without
requiring actual division or multiplication. A com-
parison of their performance in an analog simulation
is now in preparation. This comparison will emphasize
controller efficiency in terms of response time to
changes in x for a given hunting loss, sensitivity
to torque an accelerometer noise and performance in
the face of load and speed changes. Of further inter-
est will be the effect of high frequency noise filters
on optimizer performance and sensitivity to simulation
of the plant dynamics in the feedback loop.

This work has been supported in part by an NDEA
Fellowship and a Grant-in-Aid from the Optimizer Con-
trol Corporation.

HELMiOLTZ RESONATOR RESPONSE WITH FM
PRESSURE SIGNALS

A. J. Healey, Assistant Professor of M. E.

This work has progressed with studies of the
effect of variable frequency pressure inputs to a
Helmholtz resontator. The resonator is one type of
fluid network which is used in demodulating FM signals
which occur naturally in a number of fluidic sensors.

The analysis of the resonator response to
variable frequency pressure signals is complicated.
Generally speaking, when the frequency (instantaneous
frequency) of the input varies, the resonator response
can be measured in terms of either the instantaneous
frequency of the output or the instantaneous phase
difference between input and output, or the instan-
taneous amplitude of the output signal. Because of
the increasing use of phase discrimination as a means
for detection of the modulating signal, it was
decided that the instantaneous phase difference be-
tween input and output and also the instantaneous out-
put frequency would be the output variables of primary
interest.

If e(t) is the phase shift between input and out-
put signal and Q i is the instantaneous input frequency
then,

Sri = we + Awi sin wmt

and we can arproximate U(t) as,

0(t) = 0(u^ ) + A6 sin ( mt + 0e)

where e(wc) is the phase difference at the carrier
frequency we and Ae is the amplitude of the dynamic
phase excursion, wm is the modulating frequency and
00 is the phase shaft between the instantaneous in-
put frequency varia tions and the instantaneous ex-
cursions in e.

The instantaneous output frequency can be written

approximately as

go = me + Awo sin ( M  + 0w)

where Aw is the amplitude of the output frequency
variations and Ow is the phase shift between in-
stantaneous output and input frequencies. The problem
tackled has been to relate

Awo A8
—, 0e and 0w to w  with Awi held constant.

Awi Awi

Analytical techniques for predicting the response
of these quantities were investigated [25,26,27,28].
Boothe, Ringwall and Kelley [28] showed that some
measure of agreement could be obtained for the response,
in effect, of AO/Aw i and 0 e versus wm if the low
pass equivalent transfer function is used assuming
that the modulation index of the FM input signal
Aw/w <<n/2 (i.e. the FM pressure signal) can be approxi-
matet by an M9 pressure signal [29].

In this project the theoretical results were
obtained by numerical solution of the differential
equation of the resonator. A sub-routine was de-
veloped which then used the time varying output and
input signals to calculate instantaneous values for
Sli(t), e(t) and Qo(t) . This program was based on the
assumption that the input and output frequencies
could be considered constant over one half of a
carrier cycle. The bnae time for each half carrier
cycle then determined the instantaneous frequency
which was assigned to a time occurring at the middle
of that time interval. Instantaneous phase difference
between input and output were calculated using suc-
cessive time intervals denoted by a in Fig. 19 and
assigned to a time at the center of the time interval.

Fig. 19 Diagram Showing Time Intervals Used to
Compute Qi (t) , go (t) , 0(t)
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Experimental results have been obtained using a
device

Aw /w	 is low but poor agreement	 for intermediate
mogullting frequencies (Aw./% 	 2)	 the	 lowabout	 whenwobble plate	 with sinusoidally varying speed

to obtain the FM input pressure.	 Analysis of experi- pass equivalent transfer f&^tion can no 	 longer be
used.	 Strangely, the low 	 equivalent	 transferinput	 in the same way asmental	 and output waveforms pass

bothjust described for me computed waveforms 	 have re- function predicts 	 ^e and ^w well.
'	 sulted in Figs. 20, 21, 22, and 23.	 Correlation can

be seen to be good over a wide range of %. Results
obtained using the Boothe, Ringwall and Kelley low This work is the subject of a Masters Thesis which
pass equivalent transfcx function are also shown for is in preparation by D. W. Fowler. Support was derived

+	 comparison indicating generally better agreement for in part from the Ford Foundation and also 	 from NASA
r	 higher values of wm where the modulation 	 index Grant NGR 39-009-023.
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ANALOG AKPLIFIER DYNAMIC RESPONSE
USING HYDRAULIC OIL

A. J. Healey, Assistant Professor in M. E.

The planned measurement of oil flow rates through
the side vents of the amplifier described in the
previous report [8] hav:, been made. Taken for a
range of control pressure differences, these measure-
ments have shown that the flow component Qm is es-
sentially of the parabolic form proposed in an earlier
publication [30].

Control Orifices
b-	 a-

J _ ;r .
i

it 
I
	

Impeller

Experiments have shown that the flow component
Qm does not change much in magnitude when load
resistances are connected to the output ports of the
amplifier (equal resistances on each output). Whether
or not the functional form of Q changes with load
resistance under a wide range o? condit-i ons is still
not really certain.

The measured values for Qm will be used in the
modeling of the dynamic response of the analog ampli-
fier for a range of load impedances. The theoretical
model to be used has been described before [30] and
extended to include both a flow component across the
amplifier receivers and dynamic lags in the power jet
deflection*.

This new model is interesting in that the flow
component across the receivers has been shown to
predict -- at least qualitatively -- the observed
experience that as the load impedance increases the
amplifier becomes less stable.

This project has been the subject of an M. S.
Thesis investigation by K. W. Landsburg which is
almost complete.

This has been supported in part by NASA Grant
No. NGR 39-009-023.

HYDRAULIC STEPPING MOTOR

I. J. Obradovic r Visiting Professor in M. E.
(NSF Senior Foreign Scientist)

The basic concept for this stepping motor Is a
fluid motor of the lobed-impeller type, shown
schematically in Fig. 24. It has two impellers which
rotate in opposite directions. The rotation is as-
sured by a separate gear system on the same shafts
with ratio 1:1.

Instead of using passages entering radially as
is usual for this type ofhydraulic motor, the fluid
is introduced and drained axially through the front
plate. The four passages a+, a-, b+, b- are shown
in Fig. 24. The passages are so arranged that they
are alternately opened and closed two at a time by
their corresponding impellers. T1ierefore, each pair
of passages serves to drive its corresponding rotor
only up to the point where the rotor closes both
passages. The direction of rotation, depends on which

In a paper given at the Symposium on Fluidics and
Related Internal Flows held on October 22-23, 1968
at The Pennsylvania State University, the proceedings
of which are in preparation [31].

b+	 /	 ' a+

Gear System Ratio 1:1

Fig. 24 Lobed Type Impeller Design

one of a given pair is for the supply flow (the other
being for exhaust flow). Thus, the motor output shaft
normally is advanced by 90° increments each time a
new set of passages is connected to supply and ex-
haust. Thus, a change in flow passage is required
for each new increment, and the direction is deter-
mined by the polarity applied to a given pair of
passages.

An experimental motor has been designed and
built, and limited tests have been made on it.

In order to permit remote operation with pulse
signals through a single line, a special two spool
transfer valve has been designed and built incor-
porating two small fluid capacitors as shown in Fig.
25. With this scheme of operation, a mean pressure
is maintained in the line and positive and negative
pulses are transmitted above and below this mean
pressure level.

During the pulse interval the stepping motor
makes a 90° step and at the same time stores the
fluid energy required for an additional 90° i3tep
which is made automatically in the same direction
during the pulse pause. In this way a nearly con-
tinuous motor rotation could be realized.

The piston positions shown in Fig. 25 are for
the state in which the fluid pressure in the supply
line is at the mean value. The mean positions of
pistons A and B vary directly with the mean line
pressure. When a positive pulse is transmitted through
the input signal line, both pistons move dowm ard,
but whereas piston A immediately returns to its mean
position when the pressure returns to its mean value,
piston B stays down for at least one additional pulse-
width-time-interval (due to connection with capacitor
2). Passages 2+ and 2- are never covered by the im-
pellers. In this rase the fluid capacitor 2 is con-
nected to 2+ and impeller outflow is controlled by
orifices a+ and b+. (Flows are through 2-, a-, and
b- for the other direction initiated by a negative
pulse.)

The three flexible plate check valves have medium
leakage perfonrance but very fast response. They are
needed only for temporary action -- the spool valves
always provide positive closure in the end.

.!
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t

Fig. 25 Schematic Diagram of Transfer Valve

The characteristics required of fluid capacitors
1 and 2 are given in Fig. 26. The pressure disconti-
nuity characteristics separates the two distinct energy
storage functions to be carried out by each unit.

With this motor, valve, and capacitor system it
is possible to operate with a hermetically sealed
system employing only one fluid line to carry both
information and power. Further, the mean flow to the
system over a long period of time is essentially zero.

This work has been partly Su')J^orted by NASA
Grant NGR 39-009-023.

'111L' awrlOL AREA AS A BASIS FOR SELF
ADAPTIVE OPTINAL CONTROL

I. J. Obradovic, Visfting Professor in M. E.
(NSF Senior oreign Scientist)

The control area was probably applied for the
first time in 1940 in the author's Doctoral thesis
for evaluating a controller constant in a feedback
system subjected to step inputs.	 In a paper pub-
lished by the author two years later [32], it was
shown how areas enclosed (1) between the value of
controller output and its new steady val:.te and (2)
under the error curve itself (both versus time),can
be expressed by very simple relations even when the
control system is of high order. Later, the control
area of the error curve has been utilized alone with
more or less success in optimizing the control system
[33,341. Recently, inte;rst has reawakened in this
early work because of the rapid evaluation of discrete
systems concepts.

The performance index: now employed frequently
in system optimization is really the area enclosed by
more complex functions of the error signal vs. time,
i.e. absolute value of error, square of error, square
of manipulated variable of the process, and so on;
but this makes the analysis more difficult.

The current work is based on the area enclosed
between the normalised input and output curves of the
process vs. time. It will be seen that this area has
a definite physical meaning and can be used to ad-
vantage in controlling the process. Therefore, it
will be called the control area of the process.

The assumptions for this investigation are:

a

1. The process is controllable, i.e. it
must always be possible to bring the
process to the desired steady state
by adequate changes in input variable.

t'

Y

2. The process parameters are time
variant, but with time constants
whichare longer than time constants
which occur in the control transient
itself.

3. The controlled process is a combin-
ation of physical processes capable
of storing and giving up any kind of
energy, as well as dissipating energy;
and therefore, its dynamic perfor-
mance can be approximated by an nth-
order linear system or a second or

third-order linear system together	
t

with time delay.
a
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f
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Fig. 27 The Control Area of the Process

um - arbitrary change of process
input variable

c - following change of process
output

'la h - control impulse in arbitrary
'	 time interval between a and b

C

4. The time intervals between the
significant disturbance changes is
longer than the minimal time needed
for the process performance identi-
fication.

Following these assumptions, changes of the
process output c affected by an arbitrary input m(t)
can be approximated by the differential equation:

Anc (n) + A c(n-1)	 + A2c + Alc + c = pm
n - 1

(1)

At this time, we restrict ourselves to the case
with simple forcing functions and the process which
includes the term c in Eq. (1).

energy storage effects.	 The process parameter,
which is of the greatest interest here, is strongly
related to energy dissipation effects throughout the
process.

After rearranging Eq. (1), it may be integrated
between the arbitrary limits a and b to give

br
p 

J
mdt -	 cdt = Al (cb-ca) + A2('b-Ca)

a a

+ An-1 1cb(

n-2) - ca
(n-2)

l	 (2)

+ n [cb(n-1) - ca(n-1)l

The input and output variables of the process
have generally different physical natures.	 For
example, very often the input variable is a control
valve position and the output variable is the physical
value to be controlled. The scale coefficient p has
to be selected so that c = pm is on a common diagram
for input and output variables in each steady state
(i.e. normalized for unity steady state gain). Under
these conditions the control area is shown in Fig. 27.
This requires for each new control action a linear
transformation of input variable coordinate system
f^r an amount just sufficient to compensate for the
effect of disturbance.

-7— 1—

C

Fmdt  - T_ 	 = Al (c. - co)	 (3)

o	 0

This is the complete cross-hatched area in Fig. 27,
and gives the impulse of .ne control force necessary
to change the control variable by the amount c, - co.
In other words determining the control area is a
means of experimentally determining the parameter Al.

By integrating from some other initial time to
one obtains	 00

p1 mdt - j cdt = A, (c,,,, - co)
a	 a	 (4)

- [A2ta + A3ea .	 . +Anca(n-1)l

We see from this equation that it should be possible
to measure c and its first n-1 derivatives for a proe-
ess having known parameters Al , A2 , etc. which is in
some non-equilibrium state, and predict the control
area needed to bring the process to a desired new

	steady-state. The input forcing function m and the	 k
output c may have many different forms -- it is only
necessary that the input eventually must attain a
steady value and the area between the curves must
equal the needed value.

Process Analysis Luring a Control Period

For the case when the normalized input pm is	 Equation (2) expresses the relation between a 	 `4
changed from one steady value to another, the process	 definite impulse of control force and corresponding
parameter Al is directly associated with the final 	 changes of the controlled variable c from the value
change, whereas the other process parameters A,, A3 	ca to the value cb, and of its derivatives from

.An are more strongly associated with transient 	 the values to , ea ,	 to the value tb , cb , . . .

i

F

.
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The difference between the two left-hand-side
integrals represents the control area, and the terms
on the right-hand-side reveal the relative importance
of various higher derivative terms in contributing to
the area.

The integral of the applied force in a definite
time interval is called "force impulse" in mechanics.
Similarly, for a process to be controlled, the con-
trol area determines the impulse of the control force
transmitted to the process.

When the integration limits are extended from
one steady state to another, a very important property
of the control area is revealed. In this case, all
derivatives of the controlled variable up to order
(n-1) in both limit instances are zero, and Eq. (1)
reduces to

Pm

E	 Analogous to a mechanical system which describes
the recti-linear motion of masses interconnected with
the spring and placed in a resistant medium, under
the action of an external force, the difference
pm - c can be taken as the control force. In Fig. 27
this is the difference of or-dinate^een the input
and output curves.

.'
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Therefore, this equation expresses the conditions of
equality which must exist between the control force
impulse during a time interval and the change oc-
curring in the controlled variable c and its deri-
vatives.

As in mechanics, the term "process momentum",
may be used as the name for the product of the
transient parameter A2 and "velocity" c. Likewise,
higher order "process momentum" terms could introduce
the term result from taking the product of the tran-
sient parameter A and the second derivative of the
controlled variable, and so on.

The equation of equilibrium can be applied many
times for many different intervals, and consequently,
we may form a set of n+l equations where Al .
and µ are the unknown process parameters to be deter-
mined.

For each time interval the left-hand-side of
Eq. (2), the control impulse may be evaluated as the
enclosed area between the curves for = and c. The
controlled variable c and its derivatives may be
determined from measurements made at the sampling
times.

The time derivatives we need for the process
analysis can be practically measured or calculated up
to the sF^ond order. This limits the process analysis
to an equivalent third-order system.

This is sufficient because experience shows that
the processes of very high order can be well approxi-
mated by a third-order linear system and an additional
dead time Td,Therefore, the process analysis can be
generally evaluated by seeking its equivalent transfrr
function of the form

G(s)=	 pe -Tds	
(S)

(T s +2^Ts+1)(Ts+1)

where b can be taken as a constant damping ratio for
a definite process. This makes it possible to &L-
tinguish between processes which are highly damped
(^>l) from processes which are under damped (^<l).

control impulse
(between (a-Td) & (b-Td) )

 - T(1+Z^)(cb-ca)

• T2 (1+2^) (th - ta) (6)

• T3(eb-ea)

For a second-order approximation the right-hand-
side of Eq. (6) is

= Tr. (cb - ca) + T2 (tb- la)	 (6a)

From the values of c, c, and a at different
sampling times these equations (6) and (6a) permit
us to form a regularly updated computation of process
parameters T and Td . They will generally be very
slowly changeable values. The process input signal
synthesis that follows will always be based on the
latest values contained in the computer memory.

The unknown scale factor p which influences the
control impulse will be simultaneously calculated
and corrected at the same sampling times after each
change of input variable. Its value defines the steady-
state input variable needed to achieve the desired new
steady output.

Computer Implemented Control

At this point we may begin to look at how the
control area concept may be applied to a closed loop
control system employing a digital computer.

For bringing a previously disturbed process to
a desired steady state, the needed con trol area is
defined by Eq. (4). In order to achieve a satisfacto-
ry response of the process, it will be necessary to
change the process input variable at appropriate
times.

Here we shall take for the best response the
one with minimum time and no overshoot. Therefore,
we will apply a modified minimum time concept for
the input signal synthesis. Usually the minimum time
response is evaluated for the case of a constant
maximum process input undergoing only change of sign
(bang-bang control). In the beginning the process
input is applied with the sign needed to start the
output with desired direction. At the "right" time
the sign of the input is changed to b-ing the output
to its new equilibrium value.

Starting from a physical viewpoint, we can define
a different minimum response time concept for linear
systems as the kind of control in which a "symmetrical"
control impulse exchange occurs near the end of the
control impulse exchange occurring immediately fol-
lowing a step input.

Fig. 28a shows the step response of a third-order
process and how the components of the output, given
by individual terms in the process differential
equation, change their values with time. The area
under Alt represents the control impulse stored in the
first and second-order process momentum terms defined
earlier. Their sum as a function of time is given in
the last diagram in Fig. 28a.

We obtain the condition for the desired net
control impulse exchange by a "symmetrical" dissipa-
tion of individual terms representing the proces-
differential equation, but in reverse order. Th ,
is shown in Fig. 28b, where it is interesting t^, see
how the input signal pm must be programmed to force
the desired net control impulse exchange. Again, the
last row in Fig. 28 shows how the storage of control
impulse changes with time.

Fig. 28c shows, by using a combination of be-
ginning curves (Fig. 28a) and ending curves ( Fig. 28b),
how a desired response time can be obtained.

It is clear that this incorporation of beginning
curves and ending curves is now always so simple to
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(a) Step Response for a Process Defined by Differential
Equations A3c' + A2c + Alt + c = gun

(b) Forced End of Control Transient for a Linear Minimum
Time Response for the Same Process

(c) Idealized Linear Minimum Time Response for Changing the
Controlled Variable from one Equilibrium Value to Another

Row 1 - Process Input-Output
Row 2 - Process Output Components
Row 3 - Control Impulse Storage in Process Momenta

realize, especially for high order processes. Hoer- 	 process, how can the controlled variable be brought
ever, this is not so important, except in the case	 to the desired value in minimum time? This means
of changing from one equilibrium value of the con- 	 that within the limitations imposed on the maximum
trolled variable to another. The general case is 	 magnitude of the input signal (or on its rate of
much more interesting. Starting from a nonequilibrium
process state with stored control impulse in the	 change) the control transient should not overshoot.
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Transient in Minimum Time; P:-epared for
a Third-Order Process

This can be realized by applying the following
procedure.

Intuitive patterns for the desired forced
change of controlled variable with its calculated
time derivatives is prepared as a model and inserted
in the computer memory. These intuitive patterns
are made up so that they would not require ^:ry large
or very fast changes of the process input variable.
Such a set of patterns is shown graphically in Fig.
29 and the block diagram for the proposed control
method is shown in Fig. 30.

Process Disturbances

Controlled	 Controlled
Actuator um _	 Process	 c Variable

Sensor

Reference	
Digital

Input	
Computer

f
Cards
Magn. Tape
Papei Tape or
Telephone Signals

Fig. 30 Hoek Diagram for the Proposed
Control Method

During the control transient for equal incre-
ments in time, and thus for each new process state,
the corresponding instant in the model is sought.
This instant in the model is found by varying the
scale factors which connect the modelvalues to that
of the real controlled process. With the help of
model values and process par')mters the input signal
can then be predicted.

The magnitude scale factor is the same for
the variable as for all its derivatives, time scale
factor is not. For example, if the time in the
model must be multiplied by a factor T to receive
the corresponding instant in process, then the
magnitude of the first derivative in the model must
be multiplied by 1/T, of the second by 1/T 2 , and so
on, to receive the process derivatives.

At the same time the corresponding instant in
model Waist satisfy the constraints that the process
input variable has.

For a second-order process whose state is defined
by the controlled variable and its first derivative,
each instant during which the model shows the same
sign for Z: as for c, the model can be applied, but
only for one instant of time it will be possible for
the model to satisfy the desired real input signal
constraints.
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For third-order process approximation and
corresponding signs of derivatives only for one
instant of time in the model is it possible to have
the same time scale factors for ti ►e first and second
time derivatives. If this instant predicts the values
for the input signal which will not be within pre-
scribed limits, a new instant .,f time in the model is
then chosen so that the predicted process input lies
within the physical limitations. Clearly, a scale
compromise is made so that average values for ;.he,
scale factors must be taken for the process input
calculations.

The information so received about the process
input for a definite controlled process state can be
valid up to the end of control transient, but we use
this information only for the next time interval.
After each new increment of time a new input signal
calculation for the changed controlled process state
will predict an improved input signal. Thus, always
repeating the same calculation and using the latest
values for the process analysis, the input signal will
be predicted with sufficient accuracy to bring the
controlled process to the desired steady state in
practically a minimum time.

For the processes having the approximation para-
meters with a dead time Td, the calculated input must
be advanced in time by Td.

The values so received for the process input
signal are applied only as a basis for the necessary
control area calculations. This technique permits an
additional transformation of input signals with high
peak magnitudes or speeds to reasonable values but
having the same impulse of control force in definite
time intervals.

Finally, it must be mentioned that the computation
technique is guided by control logic. After the dis-
turbance, depending on controlled variable error, sign
and magnitude of derivatives, the control logic changes
the process input variable by an amount just sufficient
to start a fast control impulse exchange with the con-
trolled process. The control logic decides about the
amount of control impulse which can be temporarily
stored in the controlled process, i.e., about the
instant when the program for taking away the control
impulse stored in the process momenta must start.
Furthermore, for each definite combination of signs
for the controlled variable and its derivatives, the
control logic finds the corresponding region for the
corresponding instant in the model.

PARTICIPATION IN IFAC FLUIDICS SYMPOSIUM
IN LONDON, ENGLAND NOVEMBER 1968

J. L. Shearer, Rockwell Prof. of Engineering

The final symposium sponsored by the IFAC
Technical Committee on Components in 1968 was the
Fluidics Symposium, held in London 3-8 November. Of
the 156 registrants from 14 countries, only about 145
attended this symposium of six sessions, containing
25 papers, devoted to various aspects of fluidics. The
main topics under which the topics were arrange " were:
Fluid Mechanics, Component and Systems Design, Appli-
cations, and General. Among the missing persons were
delegates from Poland and Russia whose papers were
presented by delegates from the host country.

The highlights of the technical program included
papers dealing with various aspects of jet deflection
in fluid amplifiers, recent work on vortex amplifiers
and impact modulators, miniaturization through the
use of low Reynolds no. flows, fluid amplifier con-
trolled artificial heart system, a fluidic pressure
racial sensor for gas turbine engine control, opera-
tional characteristics of a curved wall fluid ampli-
fier, and dynamic analysis of a Tesla Diode.

This symposium was organized under the auspices
of the Royal Aeronautical Society, and it was held in
their headquarters building in London. All of the
arrangements were carried out in an excellent manner,
and preprints of all papers including an excellent
survey of the Third Cranfield Conference on Fluidics
(Torino, 8-10 May 1969) were provided. Prof. J.K. Royle
served as chairman of the Organizing Committee and
Dr. A. M. Ballantyne, secretary of the Royal Aero-
nautical Society, made available the fullest possible
use of the facilities of the RAS. Profs. G. D. S.
Maclellan and K. Foster also contributed very ef-
fectively to the overall operation of the symposium.

Because of the need to help represent the United
States at the IFAC Paper Selection Committee meetings
in Warsaw during the latter part of the week, the
author was not able to attend the sessions on the
last day.

The Proceedings are available at a cost of about
$25 from: Secretary, Royal Aeronautical Society,
4 Hamilton Place, London W1V, OBQ, England.

For further information about the projects
mentioned in this report of the activities of the
Systems and Controls Laboratory, inquiries should be
addressed to: Director, Systems and Controls Labo-
ratory, 214 Mechanical Engineering Building, University
Park, Pa. 16802.
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